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Credit Conditions:

Rising Risks In Areas Such As Retail And CRE May
Weigh On Credit Conditions In North America

While credit conditions for borrowers in the U.S. and Canada remain broadly favorable, S&P Global Ratings sees some

pockets of pressure building--beyond the U.S. federal policy proposals and prospects for rising benchmark interest

rates we've recently noted.

Among the emergent risks we're highlighting are the resurgence in U.S. banks' commercial real estate lending (to levels

exceeding the run-up to the Great Recession), retailers' continued struggles to stay afloat, a perceived plateau in U.S.

auto sales, and signs of a bubble in Canada's housing market. These potential threats to what has been a prolonged

period of favorable conditions for the region's borrowers may compound pressures we've previously noted regarding

uncertainties surrounding U.S. federal policy initiatives and the prospects for further increases in interest rates.

Overview

• Risks and imbalances: In addition to risks related to U.S. federal policy proposals, we're highlighting U.S. banks'

commercial real estate lending, retailers' continued struggles to stay afloat, a plateau in U.S. auto sales, and

signs of a bubble in Canadian housing.

• Macroeconomic conditions: We anticipate real GDP growth of 2.2% this year--better than the post-crisis low of

1.6% we saw last year--as fairly strong consumer and business optimism outweighs policy uncertainty. In

Canada, a strong first quarter suggests growth may exceed 2% this year.

• Financing conditions: Credit spreads continue to tighten modestly across rating categories. In fact,

speculative-grade spreads are now back down to levels last seen prior to the prolonged drop in oil prices that

began in the second half of 2014.

• Sector trends: There are pockets of vulnerability in the corporate sector--notably in retail. We expect the U.S.

banking sector's core profitability to improve this year, based on a pickup in revenue. Prime and subprime auto

loan ABS losses and recoveries improved month-over-month in April, but were weaker year-over-year.

Delinquencies also increased in April, which doesn't bode well for future losses.

At the same time, we think sustained--if still soft--economic growth will underpin the region's credit markets, and

maturities among the borrowers we rate appear manageable in the near-term. That said, funding liquidity would

almost certainly become scarcer, making it harder for lower-rated borrowers to issue new debt, amid a sharp and

unexpected increase in benchmark borrowing costs or an unforeseen economic slump.

Top Global Risks

• Politics and geopolitical tensions remain a top risk for global credit conditions. The U.K. election that led to a

minority Conservative government is likely to make Brexit negotiations more uncertain and difficult. The French

elections delivered a strong result against Euroscepticism, but populism and the risk of political fragmentation could

continue to challenge Europe's governability. Ongoing corruption investigations are undermining efforts to stabilize
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Brazil's economy. In South East Asia, extremist movements could affect investor sentiment, government policies,

and business operating environments, while geopolitical confrontations in the Korean peninsula and South China

Sea could similarly destabilize financing conditions.

• Low investor risk aversion and narrower credit spreads have cut financing costs for investment and

speculative-grade borrowers, while equity market valuations remain elevated. These favorable conditions belie

potential instabilities that may arise from a shift in global investment portfolios as interest rates move up and central

banks, notably the U.S. Federal Reserve and eventually the European central bank, look to reduce the size of their

balance sheets to withdraw monetary stimulus.

• Anti-globalization sentiment remains a focus in countries where populism is on the rise so economic nationalism

could yet lead to protectionist trade measures that undermine the budding recovery in world trade. However,

encouraging developments include recent news such as the U.S. administration's willingness to renegotiate, rather

than walk away from the NAFTA trade deal, and the many stakeholders across the NAFTA region coming forward

to defend the trade pact.

• With the accumulation in household debt continuing to outpace household income growth and frothy property

prices, the risk of a property market adjustment is rising, notably in the Asia-Pacific region and selectively for other

countries such as Canada.
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Risks And Imbalances

As always, it's important to look beyond the risks per se and to consider the potential for contagion into other

areas--e.g., the effect on collateralized loan obligations (CLOs) of accelerating defaults in the retail sector, the risks of

imbalances in Canada's housing market to the country's banks and consumer behavior, etc.

Commercial Real Estate

The sharp increase in U.S. banks' commercial real estate (CRE) loans in the past four years has pushed lending in this

asset class above its 2008 peak. In 2013-2016, lending by banks in the multifamily, construction and development, and

non-owner-occupied areas have grown an annual average of 13.2%, 11.5%, and 8.0%, respectively, according to the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.--with CRE loans on banks' balance sheets reaching a record $1.63 trillion at the end

of last year. (See “U.S. Banks Are Increasing Their Commercial Real Estate Lending--But At What Risk?” published

May 5, 2017, on RatingsDirect.)

This is cause for concern, given that a 2013 report by federal bank regulators found that 23% of banks that exceeded

regulatory guidelines regarding CRE concentrations had failed within the most recent three-year economic downturn,

while fewer than 1% of those that stayed below had done so. An economic rebound and historically low interest rates

have spurred the construction of commercial real estate in the U.S. At the same time, the market for commercial

mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) hasn't been a huge source of competition for banks. Along with benign

asset-quality performance this has made for strong growth in CRE lending, most prominently among regional and

community banks. While our assessment of each bank's underwriting practices informs our assessment of its CRE

exposure, banks with higher concentrations may be at risk of downgrades if the asset-quality performance worsens

substantially because of higher interest rates or deteriorating economic conditions.

That said, we've seen evidence of a recent pullback by banks, as well as evidence of tightening standards, particularly

with regard to construction and multifamily loans. Moreover, capital cushions have increased since the financial crisis,

which provides an additional buffer in the event of CRE deterioration.

Retail

S&P Global Ratings has lowered the corporate credit ratings of 27 borrowers in the retail and restaurant sector,

including apparel and textile companies (through May 31). After the downgrades, there are 21 companies in this sector

that are rated 'CCC+' or below, while two companies have defaulted (with an additional default in June). As it stands,

about one-third of borrowers in the sector have a negative rating outlook. (See charts 1 and 2.)
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Chart 1
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Chart 2

U.S. CLOs in aggregate hold loans from about 80 retail-related issuers for an average exposure of 5.5%; however, they

account for an outsized portion of assets with negative outlooks, ratings of 'CCC+' or below, and loans trading at less

than 85 cents on the dollar. CLOs remain well-diversified overall and maintain comfortable overcollateralization

cushions. We expect CLO performance to remain positive, generally, but deals with less subordination and higher

exposure to problem names--especially weaker retailers--may be more susceptible to having their speculative-grade

notes downgraded. (See “Is Retail Stress In Store For U.S. CLOs?,” published May 22, 2017.)

U.S. Auto Sales

Total U.S. light-vehicle sales declined 1.4% in the first quarter from a year earlier, with passenger car sales tumbling

more than 12%. In fact, the overall market share of passenger cars dropped to 37%--nearly five percentage points

lower than in the first quarter of 2016.

All told, we forecast U.S. light-vehicle sales of 17.5 million units for 2017, which is roughly flat compared with last year.

And while any increase over last year would represent another all-time high, we continue to expect that consumer

demand will flatten this year and next after outpacing the growth rate of the overall economy since 2009.

In the U.S. and Canadian auto markets, consumers rely on credit, in the forms of loans and leases, to finance vehicles.

After tighter credit requirements and liquidity challenges in the capital markets put the brakes on vehicles sales in both
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regions during and immediately after the financial crisis, conditions improved, with easier access to auto credit and the

reopening of the markets for auto asset-backed securities (ABS). (See “On The Road Again: Canadian And U.S. Auto

ABS Are Back On Track Despite Driving In Separate Lanes,” published June 12, 2017.)

In the U.S., auto lending extends across the credit spectrum, and some banks have established direct subprime

auto-loan platforms--with the result being that lending (prime and subprime) and securitizations are back to pre-crisis

levels. In short, subprime auto ABS is back to being a meaningful segment of the overall U.S. auto ABS market, while

in Canada the emergence of banks as a major source of auto financing has yet to transform into more robust utilization

of the auto ABS markets for funding.

Canada's Housing Market

Concerns about imbalances in the Canadian housing market have increased of late, and S&P Global Ratings believes

residential real estate could be significantly overvalued nationally--albeit with substantial regional variation. (See chart

3.) While we expect real growth in house prices to moderate substantially this year, we see the buildup since 2000 as a

negative. We find the 11% increase last year (more than double the 5% in 2015) disquieting; our base-case expectation

is that this reflected factors unlikely to be repeated.

Still, we view the future path of real house price increases as a key risk to Canada's banking industry that could trigger

negative feedback loops in the world's 10th-largest national economy (though the impact would be largely offset, in

our view, by government-guaranteed mortgage insurance on high loan-to-value loans). (See “Banking Industry Country

Risk Assessment: Canada,” published April 25, 2017.)
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At the same time, it's worth noting that because of the way Canada's real estate market is structured, mortgage lending

is among the safest that banks can do. Roughly half of outstanding residential-mortgage loans benefit from mortgage

insurance that is either entirely government-guaranteed or nearly so. For such loans to be uninsured, the loan must be

no more than 80% of the original home price, at origination, and the price for most homes has since increased. In fact,

the average loan-to-value (LTV) on uninsured mortgages implies substantial buffer to any future price shock: For the

six largest Canadian banks (which account for almost three-fourths of outstanding residential mortgage credit) the

average LTV on outstanding residential mortgages is 50%-60%. Moreover, most lending is "full recourse," which

means buyers who find themselves underwater can't simply walk away, nor does personal bankruptcy generally affect

the rights of secured creditors.

U.S. Federal Policy

Clearly, various uncertainties still exist related to U.S. federal policy initiatives. On the upside, policies such as

deregulation in financial markets and certain aspects of tax reform could give the economy's recovery from the Great

Recession a shot in the arm--though we wouldn't likely see the effects until next year. On the other hand, proposals

such as tariffs and trade restrictions would, in our view, be less favorable to growth. (See "The U.S. Economy Goes

From Signs Of Shining To As Good As It Gets," published June 29, 2017.) Disagreement--not just across, but within,

party lines--complicates the prospects for advancing legislation in Congress. While we expect progress on tax reform,

it is likely to be more modest than the administration's proposal and would entail significant negotiation in Congress.

All told, we believe there are elements of tax reform that would be a boon to the U.S. economy and American

businesses. For example, a lower overall corporate tax rate--along with the opportunity for companies to repatriate

foreign earnings at a lower rate--would be a plus.

On another front, the U.S. Treasury has deployed extraordinary measures since March 15 to stay below the debt

ceiling. We expect Congress to suspend or raise the debt ceiling during the third quarter of this year--which is when we

expect the Treasury to exhaust the use of extraordinary measures. It remains our view that the ensuing debate about

raising or suspending the ceiling weighs on the economy and is incorporated in our 'AA+' sovereign rating on the

United States of America.

Meanwhile, the administration will be able to appoint (with Senate approval) at least three members to the Federal

Reserve over the course of this year and next. The pace at which the Fed normalizes interest rates and reduces the size

of its balance sheet could be affected if there is a shift in the overall profile of dovish vs. hawkish central bank policy

makers.

Macroeconomic Outlook

Despite a typical slow start to the year, we anticipate real GDP growth in the U.S. of 2.2% this year--better than the

post-crisis low of 1.6% we saw last year--and in the 2.0%-2.5% range through the end of the decade, as fairly strong

consumer and business optimism outweighs policy uncertainty.

Meanwhile, headline unemployment ticked down to a cycle low of 4.3% in May--but for the wrong reasons. A large

number of people left the labor force (the labor participation rate is near a 39-year low), and fewer people were
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employed compared with the month before. At the same time, job openings near all-time highs suggest that businesses

are struggling to fill positions in an increasingly tighter market. However, wage growth appears to be moderating

rather than accelerating, with annual gains around 2.5%.

Inflation remains modest--below the Fed's target of 2%. That said, we still expect the central bank to raise the Fed

funds rate once more this year, pushing the benchmark to 1.25%-1.50% by year-end (depending, as always, on

employment and inflation data). Policy makers have also started to talk about balance-sheet normalization, with most

Federal Open Market Committee voting members leaning toward shrinking the Fed's $4.5 trillion balance sheet this

year, assuming the economy performs in line with their expectations.

Meanwhile, the Canadian economy grew at an annualized rate of 3.7% in the first quarter, with a pickup in household

consumption and business spending lifting final domestic demand 4.7%--the most in seven years. The strong first

quarter suggests growth may exceed 2% this year.

Although personal income growth remains sluggish--and consumers reduced their savings to increase spending in the

first quarter--household purchasing power got a lift from increases in full-time hiring, and this has extended into the

second quarter. Headline unemployment, at 6.6% in May, has continued to decline, after reaching as high as 7.2% at

the beginning of last year. Still, the labor participation rate remains above pre-recession levels.

The stabilization in commodity prices improved Canada's terms of trade for a fourth consecutive quarter, and a pickup

in corporate earnings is bolstering business investment. However, businesses remain cautious, and spending on

machinery and equipment, which rebounded sharply in the first quarter, is still 25% below pre-recession levels. With

the pending renegotiation of the North American Free Trade Agreement still contributing to uncertainty for Canada's

export-oriented industries, we aren't convinced that business investment and hiring will take off. We see higher

borrowing costs weighing on consumers' willingness to spend as households focus on managing down the large debt

burdens they've accumulated, and this is also likely to limit GDP growth beyond last year's 2.1% rate in 2017.

Financing Conditions

May is often most years' busiest month in terms of corporate bond issuance. This May, U.S. corporate bond issuance

shot up to $176.1 billion, after a dismal $78.5 billion in April. This rebound was primarily driven by the second-highest

monthly investment-grade total on record, $146.7 billion--second only to last May's $152.8 billion. Roughly 70% of the

investment-grade total was driven by nonfinancial issuance, with a large high-tech component led by Qualcomm's

upcoming acquisition of NXP Semiconductors N.V. and Apple's multiple offerings totaling nearly $10 billion. The

speculative-grade and unrated segments also increased from April, bringing total year-to-date issuance to $662.5

billion, compared to $662.4 billion last year.

Spec-grade issuance increased to $19.1 billion in May, from $12.3 billion in April. Year-to-date, spec-grade issuance is

at $103.5 billion, well ahead of last year's $72.5 billion. This puts it on track toward $248.5 billion--which would be the

highest annual total since 2013. As is typical most of the time, May speculative-grade issuance was dominated by

nonfinancial companies, and as in April, the oil/gas and retail/restaurants sectors posted the highest totals for the

month. A fairly steady course of interest rate hikes in 2017 combined with an upcoming reduction in the Fed's balance
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sheet could tighten money supply enough to cause a second-half reduction in the heady pace of spec-grade issuance

thus far. However, given that the 2016 total was so low, odds are still good for a high-yield rebound in 2017.

Meanwhile, credit spreads have continued to tighten modestly across rating categories, with lower-rated categories

contracting more amid waning risk-aversion among investors. (See chart 4.) In fact, spec-grade spreads are back down

to levels last seen prior to the prolonged drop in oil prices that began in the second-half of 2014, after rising to levels

not seen since the financial crisis of 2008-2009.

Chart 4

At the same time, the distress ratio (the share of spec-grade issues with option-adjusted composite spreads of more

than 1,000 basis points (bps) over U.S. Treasuries) has declined to its lowest level in 32 months, dropping to 6.8% in

May, from 18% a year earlier. (See chart 5.) Once again, the retail and restaurants sector continues to lead the

distressed market, with the highest ratio (21%).
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Chart 5

Despite recent and forecast Fed rate hikes, financing conditions in the U.S. have been broadly supportive. The 10-year

Treasury yield temporarily breached 2.5% as recently as mid-March, before falling back to 2.23% at the end of May.

Meanwhile, corporate bond spreads in both primary and secondary markets have generally narrowed, with spec-grade

spreads at 428 bps at the end of last month, compared with 460 bps at the end of December. The current fall in

Treasury yields may prove temporary if the Fed raises rates more aggressively than the markets expect, but we don't,

at this point, consider 2017 to be a true "rising rate" environment--even if the 10-year yield again reaches 2.5%. Our

economists' baseline forecast for the 10-year yield is 2.5% for this year and 3% in 2018.

Treasury yields have thus far remained low despite the Fed's plan to reduce its asset holdings--but there is risk of some

market volatility once balance-sheet normalization begins. The recent surge in demand for Treasuries likely reflects, in

part, rising doubts that the Trump Administration can push through changes to health care, tax policy, and

regulation--as well as expectations for slower economic growth.

Meanwhile, the Fed's April Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey showed that U.S. bank lending standards for

commercial and industrial loans to large and medium-sized firms eased somewhat from the prior quarter--the first net

loosening in seven quarters (but effectively close to a net-neutral reading). At the same time, lending standards for CRE

loans tightened alongside a modest net weakening of demand for all types of CRE loans. Banks indicated tightening
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lending standards in the first quarter for both construction and land development loans, as well as for multifamily

loans--the seventh survey in a row to report net tightening of standards for all CRE loans.

At any rate, U.S. corporate borrowers have been able to tap the credit markets cheaply and easily during the current

expansion, especially with historically low interest rates pushing lenders to reach for yield. If benchmark interest rates

return to more "normal" levels, and lenders regain stronger footing, funding liquidity would become scarcer.

Lower-rated borrowers will almost certainly find it harder to issue new debt. (Which isn't to say that rising rates are

detrimental across the board; banks, for example, could see higher profits if the Fed tightens monetary policy faster

than we expect, given the asset-sensitivity of their balance sheets.)

Nonetheless, we believe U.S. corporates will manage their debt maturities in the near term. Borrowers we rate have

$4.2 trillion in debt coming due through 2021, with maturities rising to a peak of $1.03 trillion in that year. (See chart

6.) Nearly one-third (31%) of the five-year total is spec-grade debt--which is naturally more susceptible to refinancing

risk. That said, maturities are modest this year and next, and we expect companies will by and large be able to manage

in the near term.

Chart 6

In fact, of the $1.16 trillion in U.S. nonfinancial corporate spec-grade debt scheduled to mature through 2021, the
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majority won't do so until 2020-2021. Moreover, 47% of the total is in the highest spec-grade category of 'BB' (which

includes 'BB-' and 'BB+').

Sector Trends

Corporates

There are pockets of vulnerability in the corporate sector--notably in retail, and we now view the outlook for that

sector as negative (see sector table). However, while specialty apparel is in severe distress, and department stores are

under stress, some retail segments are faring well, such as home improvement and discounters. While slow wage

growth hasn't helped, we believe difficulties in the retail industry are driven more by secular trends--declining traffic

and competition from e-commerce, more-nimble (unrated) competitors, and shifting consumer preferences--and so

aren't likely to ease soon. Moreover, pressure on apparel and department stores could accelerate with tighter funding

conditions. We expect more store closings as many retailers continue to shrink their footprints. The increased

challenges facing the retail sector remain headwinds for retail real estate investment trusts (REITs).

The business outlook for auto manufacturers and suppliers is somewhat weaker, as we believe light-vehicle sales in

North America have plateaued. Declining residual values and rising loan delinquencies could raise the costs of auto

financing, depressing vehicle demand. If car sales weaken substantially, we could see production cuts and employment
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losses soon after.

Still, overall credit conditions remain supportive. Corporate profits have rebounded in the past few quarters (due to a

large extent to recovery in commodity prices), after declining in 2015 and through the first half of last year. That said,

profits could be constrained by modest revenue growth and rising costs, particularly for labor. Sectors such as health

care, retail, lodging and leisure, homebuilders, and trucking face headwinds from increased wage expenses or labor

shortage. Weak productivity growth, higher borrowing costs, and continued strength in the dollar could also weigh on

profits.

On the policy front, we view corporate tax reduction as credit positive, while the effects of cash repatriation would

depend on companies' financial policy changes. (See “U.S. Tax Reform Proposals Pose Mixed Consequences for

Nonfinancial U.S. Corporate Issuers,” published May 30, 2017.) We believe trade-agreement revisions or increased

tariffs could pose hurdles for global supply chains, ultimately pressuring earnings and credit quality. (See

“De-Globalization Could Disrupt U.S. Supply Chains,” published May 30, 2017.)

Meanwhile, we think most corporate borrowers will adapt their business and financial policies to the gradual interest

rate increases that S&P Global Ratings expects. However, rising rates tend to weigh more on sectors that rely on

consumer financing (such as autos), those that depend on housing-market strength (such as homebuilders, building

materials, forest products, and consumer durables), and the industries that depend heavily on the capital markets to

grow.

Overall debt maturities appear manageable, but spec-grade maturities are rising notably in the next few years.

Refinancing risk could be a concern among lower-rated borrowers that refinanced early in the low-rate environment

(in the wake of the Great Recession) and sectors under pressure. Meanwhile, mergers and acquisitions (M&A) softened

last year and were weak in the first quarter. This bears watching, since a peak in M&A has historically anticipated, or

coincided with, a peak in the credit cycle.

Still, we expect the U.S. corporate trailing-12-month spec-grade default rate to decrease to 3.3% by March 2018, from

4.1% in March of this year.

Financial Institutions
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We expect the U.S. banking sector's core profitability to improve this year, based on a pickup in revenue (as rates rise

and growth in aggregate loans and capital-markets activity increases), complemented by limited expense increases and

offset somewhat by higher credit provisions and declining mortgage lending. The pace of economic growth, the Fed's

actions, and capital market conditions will be important determinants of growth of earnings. We forecast banking

industry revenue to increase about 4.5% this year, the result of continued asset growth and margin expansion. Still, we

expect asset quality to slip (at least marginally), reflecting exposures to CRE, credit cards, auto loans, and construction.

Given their asset-sensitive balance sheets, banks could generate greater profits if the Fed raises rates faster than we

expect or the economy grows more than we forecast. Clearly, federal policy is the biggest wildcard with the potential

to meaningfully affect regulation, economic growth, interest rates, and, ultimately, bank performance.

Key risks that U.S. banks face include:

• The effects of potential changes to U.S. financial regulation;

• The ongoing threat of cyberattacks; and

• Spikes in market volatility that could occur for a number of reasons, including uncertainty regarding initiatives of the

Trump Administration.

Meanwhile, Canadian banks reported profit growth for their first quarter (ended Jan. 31), compared to a year earlier,

that met or substantially exceeded market expectations. This reflected the rebound in Canadian and U.S.

macroeconomic conditions and sentiment. Nevertheless, significant macroeconomic risks to Canadian banks'

performance remain, including:

• Elevated and still-growing household debt, which continues to outpace growth in personal income;

• Elevated prices for residential real estate, which last year accelerated to more than twice the 2015 increases; and

• A potentially destabilizing rewrite of NAFTA, given that three-fourths of Canada's exports are sold in the U.S.

Elsewhere, most U.S. finance companies we rate--both commercial and consumer--are well-diversified by geography

and by industry, in the case of commercial lenders, and so haven't suffered significant stress due to challenges in the

energy sector. However, we are beginning to see weakening credit fundamentals in certain consumer-finance

segments and have a negative outlook on business development companies (BDCs).

We've seen loosening underwriting standards and credit expansion in vehicle finance, and we believe the Consumer

Financial Protection Bureau's (CFPB's) proposed rules to end "debt traps" by payday lenders could pose serious
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challenges to payday, vehicle-title, and other high-cost/small-dollar consumer lenders.

Insurance

Overall, credit quality is strong among insurers we rate, but continues to reflect moderate variation across sectors.

We have a stable outlook on the U.S. life insurance sector, as capital and liquidity remain strong--but conditions are

choppy due to still-low interest rates, prospects for slow growth, pressures on operating performance, and the need to

adapt to regulatory changes, among other factors. While potential changes to taxes and regulation are on the drawing

board, uncertainty around the Department of Labor's fiduciary rule remains the more immediate concern.

Support for health insurer ratings comes from balance-sheet strength, mostly favorable business conditions, and

improved operating performance. Offsetting factors include "individual" market segment development and heightened

legislative uncertainty. The Republicans' attempts at "repeal and replace" via the House's American Health Care Act

(AHCA) and the Senate's proposed Better Care Reconciliation Act (BCRA) could significantly change the health

insurance markets, especially the Medicaid and Commercial Individual markets, but it's far from a done deal. We note

that the BCRA improves on the AHCA relative to the Commercial Individual market, but takes a harsher view in the

long-term funding for Medicaid. Still, we haven't changed any ratings based on the AHCA, and we expect insurers to

adapt to the new rules if and when it becomes law.

Meanwhile, the U.S. property/casualty insurance industry benefits from very strong capital and conservative

investment portfolios, but earnings prospects remain depressed because of the low-interest-rate environment. For the

reinsurance sector, we maintain a stable ratings outlook, even though we expect business conditions to remain weak,

pressuring near-term earnings. We believe strong capital adequacy, overall solid enterprise-risk management, and

still-rational underwriting behavior by most reinsurers have helped them navigate challenging market conditions.

Structured Finance
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Overall, we characterize the North American structured finance credit trends as stable to positive. Current collateral

performance is satisfactory for most major sectors--although the auto sector is experiencing some weakness. While

prime and subprime auto loan ABS losses and recoveries improved in April, delinquencies increased, which doesn't

bode well for future losses. In addition losses, recoveries, and delinquencies all worsened on a year-over-year basis for

both the prime and subprime sectors.

Performance outlooks are also generally stable overall, although the aforementioned auto sector and credit card ABS

are in the "somewhat weaker" category. That said, despite industry concerns of higher defaults from subprime credit

card growth, looser underwriting standards, and rising rates, we remain confident that bank credit card loss rates will

stay well below historical levels in the next 12 months.

In the commercial real estate sector, the top risks are the continued acceleration of the retail sector shakeout, and the

fact that many market participants feel that we're at a cyclical peak in terms of CRE values. However, we have seen
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lower retail exposure in conduit pools this year so far. The CLO sector also has retail exposure, but it's only about 5.5%

of collateral pools, on average, thus limiting the potential credit impact.

Public Finance

Sluggish tax revenues have persisted into 2017 for a majority of U.S. states, and revenue shortfalls (relative to initial

budget estimates) have opened up midyear budget gaps for some. However, consistent with many states' forecasts, we

believe conditions are in place for a modest revenue rebound in fiscal 2018. In anticipation of the potential reductions

in federal income tax rates, some taxpayers may have deferred taking capital gains in calendar 2016. This means there

may be an accumulation of unrealized gains, some of which taxpayers may capture in 2017. Also, price-to-earnings

valuations remain high, and so states are poised to see stronger revenue growth in fiscal 2018 as taxpayers realize

these capital gains. Moreover, continued job growth should support increasing trends in the payroll-withholding

component of state personal income tax collections. And gradually accelerating inflation has favorable implications for

state sales tax receipts.

On the other hand, efforts to redesign the Medicaid program away from its status as an entitlement program represent

a source of longer-term fiscal strain for states. Proposals capping the level of federal aid available to states for

Medicaid--typically the single largest expense in state budgets--amount to a federal-to-state risk transfer. In a scenario

where the growth of federal Medicaid grants to states is limited to the rate of inflation, the fiscal burden to states will

increase with time. Budgetary stresses on states will also become most apparent when the economy weakens and

Medicaid enrollments rise.

Meanwhile, when combined with potential effects of state budget imbalances on local governments, uncertainties for

the municipal sector continue to grow. Although the Trump Administration's tax reform proposal doesn't deal with the

treatment of municipal debt, the possibility of change remains. However, in our view, the historical strength and

stability of the muni market balances these unknowns sufficiently, such that we maintain a stable view of the sector's

credit quality.

Pressured state budgets frequently mean cuts to revenue sharing for local governments, and with a trend of

deteriorating state credit quality, we've already sees state budget pressures translating into local government

pressures. There were more downgrades than upgrades in the state and local government sectors in the fourth quarter
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of 2016 and first quarter of this year, a reversal of the trend over the past five years.

Industry conditions in the not-for-profit health care sector remain stable, but underlying revenue and cost pressures

remain the industry norm. The ACA's Medicaid expansion has improved financial performance since 2014, with

providers in expansion states benefitting most. Yet, insurers' withdrawals from exchanges have fostered uncertainty.

Just the same, we consider generally strong balance sheets as providing a measure of resilience, but smaller hospitals

might face greater pressure than larger systems and may be having a harder time finding stronger partners to assist

with their longer-term survival. We view the prospects for the AHCA and efforts to convert Medicaid to a block-grant

program as having the potential to hurt the sector's financial performance over time.

Elsewhere, the specter of higher interest rates for the capital-intensive utility and transportation sectors could lead to

cost pressures and impinge on financial flexibility. In addition, proposals to reduce tax rates might reduce the

competitiveness of municipal debt and force utilities and transportation borrowers to pay higher interest rates.

The ratings on single-family and multifamily housing revenue bonds have been stable. Recent years' low interest rates

on the private lending side have weighed on the appeal of municipally offered individual housing loans. This, coupled

with the reduction in new single-family home inventory, has led to an increase in the multifamily housing sector

activity. Although low interest rates eroded the competitive advantage of housing finance agency loans vis-à-vis other

funding sources, they also provided an opportunity to deleverage. Higher interest rates could create more

opportunities for housing finance agency loan origination.

Appendix

S&P Global Ratings' Real GDP Growth Scenarios For North America

GDP BASELINE (%) UPSIDE (%) DOWNSIDE (%)

FORECAST
2017 2018 2017 2018 2017 2018

U.S. 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.7 1.8 1.6

CANADA 2.4 1.8 2.6 2.4 2.2 1.4

Only a rating committee may determine a rating action and this report does not constitute a rating action.
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